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Abénex announces the sale of Hild group to Chequers 

Capital 

Paris, October 4th 2016  

Hild shareholders led by Abénex have finalized the sale of their participation to 

the Private Equity fund Chequers Capital, which partnered with Didier Namy, 

President of the Group. 

Didier Namy, together with the group’s managers remain shareholders in the 

Group. Abénex and Mr. Namy had bought the group in 2011 from the Hild family. 

At the time, Abénex had mentioned that its investment length would be between 

5 and 7 years: the transaction was therefore expected. Since 2011, Abénex has 

fully supported Mr. Namy strategy to upgrade the product facilities and the 

product offering. Over 10 million euros have been invested by the Group, 

including nearly 3 million euros on the industrial plant located in Jebsheim. 

Chequers Capital is a financial player whose team, know how and commitment all 

benefits from an excellent reputation. Chequers will help the Group in the 

implementation of its growth strategy, a development policy with new stores 

openings and a widening of the group offer, in continuity with the work 

completed in the recent years. Following the strategy led by the existing 

management, this partnership will aim at speeding up the development plan of 

the Group. Hild thus keeps its industrial independence enabling an harmonious 

development. 

Patrice Verrier, from Abénex, mentions: "We are very pleased with the 

accomplishment of Didier Namy and his team. The industrial upgrade and the 

optimization of the selling points have been efficiently handled in the past few 

years. The Hild Group has thus been able to significantly increase its market 

share." 

"We fully support the project and strategy of Didier Namy and his team, and we 

are keen to support Hild’s growth, through both organic and external growth" 

states Bertrand Rabiller, Chequers Capital 

"The transaction was announced before the summer holidays to Hild’s employees 

and staff representatives and was positively received," says Didier Namy, Hild 

Chairman 
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About Hild (www.hild.fr) (www.modinox.com) 

Hild employs 350 employees in France and more than 100 in the main plant 

located in Jebsheim, closed to Colmar. Group Hild is involved in the distribution 

and manufacturing of rainwater drainage systems and gas flue systems. Hild 

operate two main brands, Hild for drainage solutions and Modinox for gas flues 

system. The Group counts two other industrial sites, Brelat in Thonon les Bains, 

Hussmann in Colmar and has its own network of 23 point of sales in France 

selling both products. Hild has realized more than 100 millions euros of turnover 

in 2015. 

About Chequers (www.chequerscapital.com) 

Originally founded in 1972, Chequers Capital is one of the oldest Private Equity 

firm in Europe. An independent company, Chequers structure, has currently 2 

billion euros of assets under management. With a team of 20 investment 

professionals located in France, Germany and Italy, Chequers Capital invests in 

small, medium and large -sized companies, especially in projects including 

European expansion programs.  

About Abénex (www.abenexcapital.com)  

Abénex is a fully independent private equity firm. Abénex makes long term 

investments alongside managers high growth and operational improvement 

transactions. Abénex specialises in capital development and buy-outs with or 

without financial leverage. With a strong focus on corporate strategy, operational 

excellence, and financial performance, Abénex leverages its network, resources 

and experience to help build value for customers, employees, and shareholders. 

The team benefits from a proven know-how in external growth projects, public-

to-private transactions, and in partnering with family owners. Since inception, 

Abénex has performed 60 investments and more than 130 external growth 

transactions. Abénex invests in companies valued up to €500m, either through 

majority or minority stakes.. 

Press contacts 

Hild group: Rodolphe Guerrier, Communication department, + 33 6 07 95 30 13  

Abénex: Patrice Verrier, Managing Partner, + 33 1 53 93 69 16 

Chequers: Bertrand Rabiller, Partner, + 33 1 53 57 61 16  
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Abénex 

Patrice Verrier, Emmanuel Herbinet, François Even 

Financial advisor (seller): Natixis Partners (Boris Picchiottino, Erwan Thebault, 

Sylvain Laforet) 

Legal advisor (seller): Mayer Brown (Olivier Aubouin, Marion Bruère) 

Legal advisor (management): McDermott, Will & Emery (Grégoire Andrieux) 

Financial Vendor due diligence: Eight Advisory (Christian Berling, Jean-Sébastien 

Rabus, Maxime Margier-Albert) 

Strategic Vendor due diligence: LEK (Arnaud Sergent, David Danon-Boileau, 

Stéphane Claquin) 

Environnemental Vendor due diligence: ERM (Julier Famy) 

Chequers Capital 

Bertrand Rabiller, Xavier Poitevineau, Marie-Céline Etcheber 

Legal advisor (buyer): Weil Gotshal & Manges : Frédéric Cazals, Fabrice Piollet 

Financial Due diligence (buyer): Ernst & Young: Laurent Majubert 

Financing: LCL : Dirk Weinand, Véronique Darchy 

Legal advisor (debt): Simmons & Simmons : Colin Millar, Hélène Le 

Garsmeur, Céline Larmet 

 

 


